Safran Identity & Security provides a facial recognition
system to the National Police of the Netherlands
Safran Identity and Security, a global leader in identity and security solutions, has
supplied a facial recognition solution to the National Police of the Netherlands.
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The nationwide system, which includes workstations for facial search, comparison and analysis was recently launched
at the National Forensic Service Centre. Dutch police officers can now submit a facial image for search against their
databases and save precious time.
This facial recognition system is an extension of the biometric services that have been successfully delivered over
many years by Safran Identity & Security in the Netherlands.
The original system provides search, analysis and matching services for fingerprints and palm prints.
The new facial recognition system delivers two key capabilities:
MorphoBIS Face Expert offers advanced investigation functions with forensic image analysis and comparison
tools.
MorphoBIS Face Detective allows investigators to rapidly search for criminal portrait images and assemble
photo line-ups for fast analysis.
Both programs accept multiple image file formats for maximum leveraging of available images in searches.
John Riemen, Manager of the Netherlands National Criminal Automated Biometric Identification System (ABIS), calls
the facial recognition system a new mission-critical capability. He stated: “It’s important for the public to understand
that the automated search provided by the system is only the first step in finding a match for a face in a database.
Possible matches are reviewed by two trained human experts, working independently. Simply stated, our system
assesses and evaluates the similarity between the probe and candidate images. Only trained human examiners can
provide an expert conclusion.”

Safran Identity and Security is honoured to further extend the long term, trusted partnership with
the National Police of the Netherlands in delivering advanced biometric tools to maximize its
investigation capabilities.
Anne Bouverot, Chair and CEO of Safran Identity and Security
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OT-Morpho - is now IDEMIA, the global leader in trusted identities for an increasingly digital world, with the ambition to
empower citizens and consumers alike to interact, pay, connect, travel and vote in ways that are now possible in a
connected environment.
Securing our identity has become mission critical in the world we live in today. By standing for Augmented Identity, we
reinvent the way we think, produce, use and protect this asset, whether for individuals or for objects. We ensure privacy
and trust as well as guarantee secure, authenticated and verifiable transactions for international clients from Financial,
Telecom, Identity, Security and IoT sectors.
With close to €3bn in revenues, IDEMIA is the result of the merger between OT (Oberthur Technologies) and Safran
Identity & Security (Morpho). This new company counts 14,000 employees of more than 80 nationalities and serves
clients in 180 countries.
For more information, visit www.idemia.com / Follow @IdemiaGroup on Twitter
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